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ABSTRACT DE91 006503

There is an immediateneed to begin to validatemodels that car_'_2_/Iiggl
used for assessing the performanceof waste packagematerialsin an
unsaturatedrepositoryenvironment. This paper examinesavailabletesting
informationand testing approachesthat could supportvalidationof models
for engineering:barriersystem (EBS) radionucliderelease. The content is
presentedin the contextof the generalmethodologythat has been proposed
for validatingperformanceassessmentmodels [I]. Availableexperimental
observationsare used to test some of the EBS releaserate modeling
premises. These observationsincludeevidenceof fluid film formationon
waste glass surfaces in isothermalhumid environments,acceleratedwaste
glass reaction rates under repositoryserviceconditionsof large glass
surfacearea 'towater volume ratio, and mobilizationof radionuclidesas
solutesand colloids, lt is concludedthat some importantmodeling
premisesmay not be consistentwith availableexperimentalinformation.
However,it is also concludedthat future laboratorytesting,which
simulatesthe integratedwaste package system (i.e.,laboratoryanalog
testing),is needed to evaluate the significanceof these inconsistencies
and to test the system level models. A small-scaleapparatuswhich was
developedand tested to examinethe feasibilityof laboratoryanalog
testing for the unsaturatedYucca Mountain repositoryenvironmentis
described.

INTRODUCTION

Credible information concerning the long-term radionuclide release
performance of high-level nuclear waste packages and their component waste
forms is desirable to support major DOEprogrammatic decisions such as the
decision to proceed with hot startup of vitrification plants atr Savannah
River and West Valley. At issue, for example, in this decision is whether,
the vitrified glass product will have satisfactory long-term performance in
the candidate Yucca Mountain repository. Because resolution of this issue
will be based, at least in part, on performance assessments of radionuclide
releasefrom the EBS, it is importantto begin to validatethe models
involved. This paper is based on a study [2], that was supportedby the
DOE Repository TechnologyProgram, to examineavailabletesting information
and current and future testingmethods that could support validationof EBS
radionucliderelease models. The content is presentedin the context of
the generalmethodology that has been proposed for validatingperformance
assessment (PA)models [I]. This methodologyincludesthe following
elements:

• identifyingand criticallyevaluatingmodelingpremises and
• testing the submodelsand the systemmodel.

The paper is intended to highlightexperimentalresults,testingmethods,
and future experimentalneeds for implementationof each of these elements.
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DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account of work sponso.redby an agency of the United States
Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their
employees, makes any warranty, expressor implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsi-
bility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or
process disclosed, or represents ti,at its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Refer-
enoe herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark,
manufacturer, or otherwise does no1 necessarily c_onstitute or imply its endorsement, re,com-
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views
and opinions of auti,ors expressed herein do not neoessarily state or reflect those of the
United States Government or any agency ther_f.



"BACKGROUND

Because this paper deals with validation of EBS radionuclide release
rate models, it is useful to recall the types of models involved and to
identify the subset that are of interest here.

Figure I shows a top level hierarchical input-process-output (HIPO)
chart, of the type often used in systems analysis, which illustrates the
general structure of the modeling hierarchy for the EBS release rate
modeling. It illustrates the point that the models involved are organized
into a three-tiered hierarchical structure; the boxes represent categories
of models and the circles represent input and output parameters. The EBS
release rate is obtained From the individual waste package release rate
which, in turn, is obtained from the waste form release rate. The focus of
this paper is on the models in the two lower tiers of this hierarchical
structure. This paper considers only models that support determination of
the radionuclide release rate given the state of the waste package and its
near-field environment. The plausible states for the waste packages and
their near-field environments under which radionuclide release will occur
are specified in a number of "release modes" [3,4]. These are:

• A "dry release" mode wherein the breached waste package is in a
humid air environment with no water flow in the waste package
near-field. Radionuclidereleasefrom the waste forms and from
the breachedwaste package is simulatedby assuming that only
gaseous radionuclidereleasecan occur.

• A "wet drip" mode which envisionswater dripping on a breached
waste package containerand enteringthe packagethrough the
breach opening(s). Dependingon the configurationof the breach
openings,the drippingwater may either accumulatein the bottom
of the containerleadingto a "bathtub"condition,or "trickle
through" holes in the bottom of the container.
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Figure I. InformationFlow (HIPO)Diagram for Assessingthe EBS Fractional
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• • A "wet continuous" release mode which envisions water in the
' partially saturated rock and borehole annulus rubble contacting

the waste form and providing continuous connected pathways for
water ingress and radionuclide egress.

The application of available information and testing methods for validation
of models that describe radionuclide release from borosilicate glass waste
and breached waste packages, given these release modes, is discussed below.

LABORATORYTESTINGAND VALIDATIONOF WASTEFORMRADIONUCLIDERELEASEMODEL.S
(Tier I in Figure I)

A basic premise that is currently used in waste package PA modeling is
that only gaseous radionuclides can be released for the "dry release mode."
Experimental information from the open literature that call be used to
critically test this premise is discussed below.

Ebert et al. [5] has studied the sorption of water and subsequent
hydration of nuclear waste glasses in air atmospheres as a function of
relative humidity. It was found that, at relative humidities over ~97%,
the observed sorption isotherms are dominated by film formation on the
glass surface. Observations that indicate water film growth on glass
surfaces exposed in humid atmospheres, even to the point at which the films
may flow and drip off, have been reported by other authors [6,7]. These
observations can be explained by the fact that the water initially adsorbed
on the glass surface can support ion exchange reactions that release sodium
and other solutes which then decrease the water vapor pressure at the
surface of the glass. Based on the concentration of solutes that have been
estimated for these water films [8], the van't Hoff equation indicates that
the film osmotic pressure will be about 25 atm. This implies that there is
a significant thermodynamic "sink" for water condensation on the glass
surface.

The release humidity (P/Po) of air in equilibrium with a solution that
has an osmotic pressure of Po is given by [9]

In (P/Po) = -(M Po)/RTp (I)

where
p is the partial water vapor pressure in equilibrium with the

solution,
Po is the water vapor pressure for air saturation;
M and # are the molecular weight and density of water, respectively_
T is the prevailing absolute temperature.

Based on the above expression, the relative humidity lP/Po) for a water
film with an osmotic pressure of 25 atm at ambient laboratory temperatures
is about 98%. This corresponds closely with the conditions under which
condensation dominates the sorption isotherms [5] and under which the
maximumrates of glass hydration have been observed [14].

Determination of the significance of the experimentally observed water
films for radionuclide release under "dry release" repository conditions
requires that the following questions be addressed:

Io will water "Films form on waste glass surfaces in the repository?
2. if such films do form in the repository, what significance will

they have for glass reaction and radionuclide release?
The answer to 'the first question depends on the balance between several
competing effects. The matric potential of the host rock as well as
residual temperature gradients will tend to inhibit film formation while
the colligitive properties of 'the surface films with solutes supplied both
by the glass and radiolysis will tend to support film formation.
Laboratory analog experiments that simulate the repository conditions are
needed to investigate these competing affects.
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• The significance of water films irl the repository is two-fold:
• They will probably lead to local reaction conditions that may be

quite aggressive from the point of view of glass reaction. This
expectation is based on the known effects of large surface area to
volume ratios on glass reaction rates [8] arid the effects of
radiolysis product accumulating irl the small film volumes
involved. To illustrate the latter point, Figure 2 shows a
comparison between the observed corrosion behavior of glass under
humid air exposure conditions with and without radiation.

• l he surface water films may grow either through water vapor con-
densation or through the effects of the osmotic potential !]radient
on water flux [10] if the films are connected through wet continu-
ous pathways to water in the host rock. Formation of films in the
repository would invalidate the premise that only gaseous radio-
nuclides can be released for the "dry release" mode. This is an
important issue because it affects a basic premise in the modeling
of radionuclide release for 90% of the waste packages [ii].

Another important premise in radionuclide release rate modeling is
that radionuclide concentrations in groundwater are solubility limited [4].
Experimental results which examine the formation, the particle size
distribution, and the 'extent to which individual radioelements are
associated with colloidal particles, under test conditions that simulate
the repository release modes, can be used to test this premise.

A small-scale experimental test procedure has been developed [12,13]
to simulate, in the laboratory, glass and spent fuel reactions under the
"wet drip" release mode. This involves periodically dripping groundwater
onto a waste form assemblage (waste form plus container metal) and
monitoring the changes in solution chemistry, the waste and metal
reactions, and the formation of secc,ndary reaction phases. Table I
presents the results obtained when the solution collected from such a test
procedure, applied to West Valley glass, was filtered through a sequence of
filters with successively decreasing pore sizes. A transmission electron
microscope (TEM) micrograph of particles that formed under these conditions
is shown in Figure 3. The data in Table I show that the americium and
plutonium are associated with particles greater than I #m while only about
20% of the neptunium is filterable with a I #m filter. The balance of the
neptunium appears to be in solution. The reason for observed decrease in
the fraction transmitted between the 0.05 and 0.015 #m filter is not clear.
Under these test conditions, most of the Pu and Am in the solution is
believed to be associated with the type of particles shown in Figure 3.
These data and other reported observations of the formation of colloidal
particles [14] under repository-relevant testing conditions indicate that
the formation and transport of colloidal particles may be important in the
release of some radionuclides.

LABORATORYTESTINGAND VALIDATION OF WASTEPACKAGERADIONUCLIDERELEASE
MODELS(Tier 2 in Figure I)

Few attempts have been made to experimentally simulate radionuclide
T'elease, at an integrated waste package system level, in any repository
environment. However, as indicated above such laboratory analog
experiments are desirable to test modeling premises. They are also
desirable to support the system model testing involved in the second
element of the proposed validation methodology [I].

The most complete laboratory analog simulations that have been
reported in the literature were conducted for the basalt repository
[15,16]. A modular approach was used in simulating the key phenomena and
interactions that were believed to be important in groundwater ingress to
the waste form, waste form reactions, and groundwater/radionuclide egress.
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Figure 2. Micrographof (a) the Surfaceof 202A Glass Hydratedat 200°C in
a Gamma RadiationField of _,5000R/hr, (b) 202U Glass Hydrated
at 200"C Without Radiation. The experimentaldurationof both
sampleswas 56 days. The magnificationis 8X. Note the 202A
glass has reacted completelythroughthe 2 mm thick sample while
the 202U glass has not yet formed secondaryphases on the
surface.

Figure3. TEM Pictureof ParticlesCollectedfrom the Wet Drip Test
Procedure.



' TABLE I
Fraction* of Np, Pu, and AmTransmitted
through Filters with Successively
Decreasing Pore Sizes

Fraction Transmitted
Filter

Pore Si ze Np Pu Am

1 #m 0.78 0.02 0.04
0.4 #m 0.87 0.01 0.01
0.I #m 0.75 - -
0.05 #m O.78 - -
0.015 #m 0.56 - -
4.8 nm O.58 - -
3.8 nm O.57 - -
2.8 nm 0.53 - -

*Note: The transmitted fractions
represent the ratio of the amount
measured in the filtrate, after each
filtration stage, to the original
amount in the test solution.

Although tuff analog laboratory experiments, that simulate waste
package release, have not been conducted, the experience with the basalt
analog experiments indicate that key aspects of the waste package radio-
nuclide release performance may be amenable to laboratory simulation. On
this basis, several approaches for laboratory simulations applicable to the
Yucca Mountain waste package environment have been investigated [2].
Following the basalt laboratory analog testing precedence, the initial
investigations have examined the feasibility of a coupled laboratory
simulation of the water ingress, waste form reaction, and water and
radionuclide egress sequence.

A schematic representation of the experimental apparatus used to
evaluate the coupled experimental analog approach is shown in Figure 4.
The initial system design consisted of a tuff core with a diameter of ~4"
and a length of ~8". The core was cut diametrically into two unequal
sections and the mating faces of the core sections were polished to an
optical finish. A one-step cavity was machined into the bottom section.

Apparatus
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Figure 4. Representation of the Initial Laboratory

Analog Test Apparatus.



' This cavity was used to contain the waste form (Figure 4) which was held
between two sections of perforated metal making up the waste package
assembly (WPA). The WPArested on the cavity step making contact with the
tuff at four points where the support pins rested on the tuff.

During normal operation, the two sections of tuff fit together within
a flexible confining sleeve that was in turn held in place by an outer
metal shell. A tight fit was maintained between the tuff and the flexible
sleeve by pressurizing tile space between the metal shell and the sleeve.

Water flow was imparted to the system through the inlet opening. The
source of water was a water reservoir (not shown) that was connected to the
inlet via a narrow ID metal tube. The pressure gradient for driving water

.. through the tuff was generated by heating the water reservoir.
Preliminary testing with this apparatus indicated that meaningful

analog simulations are feasible. However, further development and testing
are needed, at both the bench scale and pilot engineering scale, before
laboratory analog experiments can be conducted for examining waste package
radionuclide release under each of the release modes mentioned earlier.

CONCLUSIONS

The following general conclusions can be drawn concerning the use of
available experimental information and the role of laboratory analog
testing in supporting implementation of the proposed validation methodology
for EBS radionuclide release modes.

• Available information from experimental investigations of
radionuclide release from waste glass, under repository-relevant
conditions, raises several issues concerning the validity of some
of the basic premises that are currently used in radionuclide
release modeling. However, better laboratory experimental
simulations, at an integrated waste package system level, are
needed to resolve these issues.

• Although initial small-scale testing indicates that key aspects of
the radionuclide release from breached waste packages are amenable
to experimental simulation in the laboratory, very little work has
been done in this area. The results obtained from the simulations
done at lower levels of integration suggest that larger scale
laboratory analog experiments are needed to support validation of
performance assessment models used to calculate release from an
individual waste package.

• Analog laboratoryexperimentscan supportdevelopmentof credible
performanceassessmentmodels by (I) ensuringthat all important
processesare modeled and (2) providingdata to supportmodel
validation. A rationaltestingsequence to supportperformance
assessmentmodelingwould includethe followinggeneral sequence:
(1) analog screeningexperimentto identifyimportanteffects and

processesand test basic modeling premises,
(2) separate effects experiments(notthe subjectof this paper)

to supportdevelopmentand validationof submodelsfor the
processes identifiedin the laboratoryanalog screening
experiments,and

(3) analog exper4mentsto supportmodel validationat the waste
package system level.

It appearsthat laboratoryanalog testing is feasibleand can provide
importantsupport for the developmentof PA models at variousstages in
their developmentand validation. More developmentof laboratoryanalog
testingand integrationof the resultsof such testinginto PA modeling
would supportthe credibilityof long-termperformancepredictionsfor the
waste package.
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